Taking the Pulse on Digital
Transformation in Insurance

ABBYY 2021 Digital Transformation
Survey Results

Digital transformation technologies
insurers use today
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Barriers to digital transformation
Skill

Legacy
systems

42%

Budget
approval

61%

don’t have the necessary
skills in the organization

42%

say that legacy systems
are hard to replace

struggle getting
the budget approved

Top three biggest disruptions in the past year
According to insurance professionals

said this was the biggest disruption
to their digital transformation journey

52%

COVID/remote work
External support

39%
32%

Scope of work

needed more external support
to get the project running
had to change
the project’s direction

Do you have the right technology to stay ahead
of the competition?
say they
are well-prepared
for the current
climate.

65%

Immediate impact to insurance professionals
Immediate impact

Project length extended by...
67%

project length extended
technology didn’t work as
intended or was never used

30%

restarted with different
technology

27%

abandoned
the project

3%

other
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Widespread business impact

Experienced already
Expect to have an impact

43%

37%

37%

23%

43%
33%

17%

17%

Lost/struggled
to attract customers

Couldn’t achieve
financial goals

Fell behind
the competition

Missed business
opportunities

How insurers monitor progress
and bottlenecks today
Business
analytics

Process
mining

61%

Employee
feedback

29%

use BI, RPA, or other
analytics tools

26%

use process monitoring,
process analytics, etc.

monitor based
on employee feedback

The current and future state
Technologies for today. Technologies for tomorrow.
16%

No/low code technologies

58%
29%

IDP/OCR

45%
39%
42%

RPA
32%

Process mining

Tech organizations use
today
Tech organizations plan
to use

39%
42%
39%

Business process management
Business intelligence

52%

29%

Data analytics

55%

23%

The opportunity: optimize your budget for ROI

39% 45% 10%
Insurance
professionals expect
budget to increase
for DX projects
in the next year

Expect budget will
stay the same next
year

Expect their budget
will be less

How will you ensure ROI?

WHY A HOLISTIC SOLUTION MATTERS…
Top drivers of decision making
45%

Digital
transformation/
innovation team

40%

CIO/CEO

44%

Known
outcomes/
results

ABBYY 2021 Digital Transformation Survey
This research was conducted by Sapio Research during April and May
2021 and sponsored by ABBYY. It surveyed 1,220 IT decision makers
across the UK, US, France, Germany, and Japan in organizations with
1,000+ employees about the impact of digital transformation projects,
the barriers businesses face, and the role that automation technologies
play due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Learn more about ABBYY’s digital transformation technologies for insurance
at www.abbyy.com/solutions/insurance/.

